
Dana 44 Diff Guard
Full wrap design of 1/2” Laser cut steel and 5/8” solid bar with a 
1/4” ring. Designed specially to clear EB trackbar and tie rod. Cen-
ter section wraps slightly under to protect case and prevent hang 
ups. Easy to install, does not require you to remove the cover. Zinc 
plated, includes hardware. Fits standard and high pinions.  
#5763 Dana 44 Diff Guard $69

9” Skid Plate
Protect your diff and the pinion from rocks with our unique 1/4” 
thick steel skid plate with maximum ground clearance.  Easy to 
install two piece design; mounting bracket mounts to the hous-
ing studs, then skid plate mounts to it (along with pinion carrier 
bolts) with counter sunk bolts for a smooth sliding surface. Zinc 
plated, includes hardware.   
#5762 9” Skid Plate $109 Rock
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Ft & Rear 
Skid Plates 

Buy both & Save

$159 

23 Gallon Tank Skid Plate
The ultimate in gas tank protection--ours is the 
toughest out there! 1/4” thick plate steel covers 
the entire bottom of the tank, wraps around the 
sides and bends up at each end to protect the front 
and back. Includes frame bracket reinforcement 
plates. Works with all of our 23 gallon gas tanks. 
Comes black painted.  #5766 $185

Left behind at the station?

Two Joes. Harlan, KY  Someone needs either to replace his 
sending unit or add a Duff Bumper with can carrier to the 
back of his rig! One of those epic days that involved more 
road time than wheeling time!
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Smooth Quarter Guards
Rocks and trees will glide off your Bronco with the addition of 
these 1/8” formed smooth steel guards. 3/8” Stainless button head 
fasteners provide rust-free good looks. Made to fit stock quarter 
panels but can be easily trimmed for flares, side marker lights, the 
‘77 gas door or other body mods. Easier to install before damage is 
done but great for covering existing damage. Ship bare.
#7020 Quarter Guards, pair $189
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1/4” Rocker Guards 
with Side Tubes 
Our same Rocker Guards as above but with an added 39” long x 1 
1/2” tube protector that is great for keeping rocks and trees away 
from the door and flares. We will even say these CAN be used as 
steps-- we’ve been using them on Silver for years now! Her custom 
non-skid tape may show wear from the occasional stiletto heel but 
the bars are holding up great! These are truly heavy duty pieces- 
they ship in two separate 50lb boxes!
#7013 1/4” Rocker Guards, with Side Tubes $399
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For serious rocker protection or just great looks our smooth steel Rocker 
Guards are what you need.  Two-piece design sandwiches the lower rocker 

panel lip between the 1/8” or 1/4” outer plate and a 3/16” reinforcement 
plate for extra protection and strength.  Guards are 48” long to cover from flare to 

flare but are easily trimmed for varying wheel well openings. Offers great protection and 
provides a smooth sliding surface.  Mounts with 3/8” Stainless Steel fasteners for rust-free good 
looks. Ship bare so you can paint to blend in or contrast your rig. 

#7010 1/8” Rocker Guards $199
#7011 1/4” Rocker Guards $249

Jim modified the 1/8” rocker guards on the Pony to accept the 
side exit single chamber exhaust with 3” pipes



Michael Jones, San Clemente, CA
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Winch Plate Bumper
Winch bumper for up to a 9500 pound winch. Designed to maximize 
approach angle yet with the lowest possible winch mount height for 
maximum air flow to the radiator. Constructed of a combination of 
3/16” and 1/4” plate for maximum strength without too much weight. 
1/4” plate wrap around protection for lower fenders. Laser cut open-
ings for jacking points and attachment points for shackles or tow bar.  
Same model fits with or without body lift. Comes bare.
#4935 Plate Winch Bumper $475

Rear Plate Bumpers
Our plate bumpers were designed with form and function in mind. 
Constructed of a combination of 3/16” and 1/4” plate for maximum 
strength without too much weight. 
• Designed to maximize ground clearance and departure angle. 
• 1/4” plate wraps around, protecting the lower quarters. 
• 2” receiver hitch (with easily accessible pin) and jacking points.  
• Carrier bumper includes both driver and passenger pivots for easy 
can carrier & cooler rack addition. 
• Includes Jack/Tire Carrier and backside reinforcement
• Now available without carrier pivots for those who want a plate 
bumper without racks. 
#4936 Rear Plate Receiver Bumper (no pivots) $425
#4936-BL Rear Plate Receiver Bumper (no pivots) $425
#4937 Rear Plate Receiver Bumper with Tire Carrier $625
#4937-BL 2” Body Lifted Plate Bumper with Tire Carrier $625

#4935 without body lift#4935 without body lift

Blue Rocks, Pennsylvania

#4936 

Order/Tech 
m-f  10-6 est
865.938.6696



Note: Rear 
receiver 
bumpers 
can also be 
mounted on 
the front for 
a low profile 
look!
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What makes a Duff Pre-Runner Bumper DUFF TUFF: 
•Easy to install using your original frame bolt holes
•Made of 2” diameter .120 (1/8”) wall steel tubing  
•Now standard 1/4” thick Dufflector ends stamped with DUFFS protect body corners
•Sit close to the body to maximize approach & departure angles
•Light tabs on the center hoop fit up to a 9” light mounted up or down 
•Come Bare (so you can paint or powdercoat to match)
•Front styles designed to fit with or without a body lift
•Rears come in two versions, for body lift or non-body lift

Note: Gusseted and reinforced receiver. Improved 
departure angle over traditional receiver.

Front Pre-Runner 
Bumper
We have modified the design of the Pre-Runner 
to include the Dufflector finished ends for style 
and fender protection. Designed for use on rigs 
with or without a body lift. Great angles and 
durability for the trail or street rig. Quick and 
easy to install using your original frame bolt 
holes with no modifications. Ships Bare.
#4912B  Front Pre-Runner $399 

Rear Pre-Runner Receiver Bumper
A classic tube bumper designed with clean great angles and 
durability for a trail or street rig. It features a gusseted and 
reinforced receiver. Quick and easy to install using your original 
frame bolt holes with no modifications. Ships Bare. Two versions 
available to accommodate body lifts. For use on rigs with or 
without a body lift. 
#4974 Rear Receiver Bumper $319
#4974-BL 2” Body Lift Rear Receiver Bumper $329

#4912B Shown with 2” body lift
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#4912B 
Shown 
without 
body lift
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Rob Smithson of the Early Bronco Registry at the Arizona Stampede 
for more info visit: earlybronco.com  or AZbronco.org

Winch Mount Pre-Runner Bumper
This bumper has a Pre-Runner look with the capabilities to hold 
up to a 9500 pound winch. Designed specifically to maximize 
approach angles without sacrificing body protection or air flow to 
the radiator. Ends are finished with our New Dufflector ends for 
side protection. Includes attachment points for D-rings/shackles or 
tow bar along with light mounts on the center hoop. Ships bare. 
#4970A Winch Mount Ft Bumper $499

You may have seen this 
shot on the cover of Bronco 
Driver Magazine (bron-
codriver.com) or in person 
during the Free 4 All held 
at Wheelin’ in the Country 
in Tennessee. Mike Rosen-
thal of Peoria, IL jumps his 
‘Cheaper than a Wife’ race 
Broncos at Jamborees and 
Tough Truck events.  We’ve 
been proud to be his spon-
sor for over ten years!  He 
runs our off the shelf Ulti-
mate Suspension, Headers 
and more.  Thanks to Morris 
Rothfeldt and Bronco Driver 
for the picture and for Tim 
Sharpe for being just crazy 
enough to volunteer his rig!

Order/ Tech Line
m-f  10-6 EST
865.938.6696



Modular Carrier System
Interior space is a precious commodity in a Bronco and trail 
gear takes up a lot of space!  With the addition of one of 
these babies to the back of your rig, you’ll be traveling in 
comfort!  We offer different configurations based on your 
needs, add more when you want! Start with the Tire Carrier 
Bumper, add the gas can and cooler carriers later. 

5 gallon Can Carrier
Add the optional, driver’s side 5 gallon can carrier.  Made with the 
same stout material and features as our tire carrier bumper. Fits 
most plastic and metal 5 gallon “Gerry” cans. Can is removable 
through the back or front. (Not through cooler carrier like some.)  
Includes Cam Latch.   #4981C Gas Can Carrier, Bare, $220

Cooler Rack
Optional cooler rack that easily adds on to the can carrier.  Holds a 
standard 48 quart cooler or overflow gear. Made from stout 1 1/2” 
round tubing and a laser cut basket for great strength without add-
ing too much weight up high. #4982B Cooler Rack, Bare $200

Cam-Latch 
design offers 
quick, easy 
opening with 
no loss of 
departure 
angle.

Pivots feature 
oil impregnated 
bushings and a 
drop pin auto-
matically holds 
the carrier open 
for easy tailgate 
access. 
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Stock carriers weren’t designed to 
carry the heavy tires we run nowadays. 
Combine that with catching the hinge 
on a rock and you end up with this!  

Tire Carrier Bumper
Based on our proven 2” receiver hitch bumper, the tire carrier 
handles up to a 38” tire!  Built-in mount on the carrier has a 
positioning pad and a T-handle retention system for securely 
mounting a 48” or 60” Hi-Lift Jack. Tire mounts on wheel studs 
and is secured with included lug nuts or you can add locking lug 
nuts for security. Access to the jack and tailgate is quick and 
easy thanks to our own Cam-latch design. The handle is simple 
to operate and tucks up out of the way of trail obstacles. A built 
in drop pin automatically holds the carrier open for easy tailgate 
access.  The bumper end pivots feature oil impregnated bushings 
for long lasting smooth operation. Specially designed pivots 
maximize departure angle by not hanging lower than the main 
lower tube.  Made from 1 1/2” x .120 wall tubing with both 3/16” 
and 1/4” plate for strength. Ships bare.
#4980 Prerunner Tire Carrier/Bumper $599
#4996 2” Body Lift Tire Carrier/Bumper $599

Package A: Bumper & Tire Carrier +Can $819
Package B: Bumper & Tire Carrier +Can +Cooler $1019



Chrome Bumpers
High Quality Reproduction of the original style chrome bumper 
fits front or rear, 66-77. Bolt set includes pair of stainless steel 
capped chrome bumper bolts with nuts. 
#4966 Chrome Bumper $139
#4967 Bumper Bolt Set $12

Plate Plug
This plug is for mounting your 
license plate on receiver bumpers.  
Can be used with a locking hitch pin.  
#9643  Plate Plug $15

License Plate Bolt Lights
With a gas can carrier bumper, the factory license 
plate bracket and lights are blocked.  These 
bolts both hold the plate on and illuminate it, 
keeping you legal.
#9640  License Plate Bolt Lights $34.50

Receiver 
Hitch
This receiver is a Class II hitch, 3500 
lb. capacity, 300 lb. tongue weight. 
Slips into the ends of the frame, 
mounts using original bolt holes.  
Fits front or rear. Works with our 23 gallon gas tanks. 76-77 
require slight modification to the gas tank skid plate.
#4905  Receiver Hitch $135
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Tinted Sliding Side Windows
Improve the function and looks of your Bronco with these tinted 
sliding side windows. Front part of window slides back to allow 
fresh air into rear passenger compartment. Uses stock weather-
strip for easy installation (use your existing or replace with new 
sold separately.) Black powder coated frames with built in locking 
system. Give the kids or your dog some flow through ventilation 
on those slow moving trails!    #9650  $485 pair

Ben Appro
vedJack Handle 

Keeper
This nifty little polyurethane 
bushing slips over your jack 
and jack handle holding 
them together rattle free. 
Now you can toss that ratty 
old bungee cord!  Added 
bonus, you can carry the jack 
by the handle with them 
securely held together. No 
more bear hugging the jack 
to keep it together!  
#9609  $9.95 

order online at www.dufftuff.com

Fabulous Fords, 
Knott’s Berry Farm, CA



Removable Trail Doors  
These doors are the result of too many long hot trail rides!  
They are perfect for those who want the cooling comfort and 
trail visibility of going doorless, but want a 
more secure feeling. They utilize our 
removable hinges and a cam latch that 
secures to your stock striker— so you 
can switch back and forth with your 
hard doors easily!  Suzy specifically 
requested the perfect armrest height, 
corner plate and close lower bar to keep 
your valuables from sliding out while on the trail.  Made of 
.090 wall tubing for strength without being too heavy. A 
1/2” hinge pin is built into the door that slides 
into a brass oilite bushing on our remov-
able hinges. Come bare so you can paint to 
match your rig. Two different options are 
available for replacing your mirrors above. 
*Require use of our #4235 Removable 
Hinges, see page 62
#7005 Trail Doors, 68-77 Bronco* $299
#7005 & #4235 Trail Doors & Hinges Combo $445 

Suzy Approv
ed
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Hood Struts
This is one of those things that 
we’ve heard owners say is the 
best modification they’ve made 
on their Bronco. Simple bolt on 
kit eliminates your stock hood 
prop making it much easier 
to work on the engine. Once 
the hood is lifted just a few 
inches the gas charged struts 
open the hood the rest of the 
way. Hood mount runs between 
both frame ribs adding rein-
forcement to the weak hood 
sides. Includes brackets, struts, 
instructions and hardware. For 
steel hoods only.
#4950 $89.95 set

Hood Pins
Put the skids to squeaks with these 
urethane insulated hood pins!  
These pins allow the hood to twist 
and move slightly during high 
articulation, causing less hood 
warpage. Easy to mount.  Includes 
stainless steel screws, pin and clip. Sold 
in pairs or individually, just in case you want three. 
#9645 Urethane Hood Pin $17.50 each
#9645PR Urethane Hood Pins $34.95 pair

Hood Bubble
Attaches to stock hoods for 4” 
of extra clearance for use with 
aftermarket manifolds, carbure-
tors or air cleaners.  29” deep, 
22” wide, 4” high.  Comes with 
black welting for installation.  
#1102 Hood Bubble $89.95

Jim & Glenrose Covey at the Arizona Classic Broncos Stampede. 
For more info on this great event visit azbronco.org
Jim & Glenrose Covey at the Arizona Classic Broncos Stampede. 
For more info on this great event visit azbronco.org

“I will continue to do business with this company as 
long as we have our Bronco, since the treatment I have 
received is outstanding.”    --S. Lind  Anderson, CA



Clamp Mount Mirrors
Perfect for those of you who have door inserts, run 
doorless or have our new Trail Doors.  2” Convex 
mirror attaches to a 1 1/2” & 2” clamp to fit either 
on the upper tube of the Trail doors or to your roll 
cage. Also available with a 3” extension.
#9650-1  1 1/2” Clamp $39.95
#9650-2  2” Clamp $45.95
#9650-3  1 1/2” Clamp Extend $48.95
#9650-4  2” Clamp Extended $48.95

Stainless Steel
Fender Stone Guards
Have a beautiful paint job you want to protect it? These 18 gauge 
stainless steel guards keep rocks from flying up into your inner 
fenders and giving it an outie (paint ding from the outside). Also 
gives a nice finished look to your wheel wells. Attach with screws.  
#7100  $89.95 pr.
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Ventilated Inner Fender Panels
16 gauge stainless Biltcool panels replace the vertical center 
section of your inner fenders--letting the hot air escape from 
around the headers or manifolds. Some people completely 
remove the inners but using these leaves the original structure 
intact for strength. Give a nice finished look to your wheel 
wells and provides a bit of a barrier against debris. Lowers 
engine temp approx. 10°  #7110  $99.95 set

Trail Door Skins
Our 24 gauge bare skins are the latest addition to the trail door product family. The 
addition of these make your trail doors multi-seasonal! The skin covers the whole 
door with a rolled upper edge so you don’t have any sharp edges on your arms. We 
don’t include mounting hardware as there are a variety of ways to attach depending 
on how permanent you want them. (For Hi Ho Loco we trimmed the corner and used 
speed fasteners with tabs welded onto the tubes.) Some people have permanently 
attached them or used them as a base for a fabric or vinyl cover to match their paint 
or soft tops. They’re a blank canvas for your own ingenuity! 
#7006 Trail Door Covers, $85 pair

Order/Tech
m-f  10-6 EST
865.938.6696
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